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(57) ABSTRACT 

An information processing device disclosed includes a plu 
rality of executing units for executing various processes. The 
information processing device and method thereof acquire 
setting information that indicates an operating condition with 
respect to each executing unit from information an operation 
of a main process executed by the plurality of executing units, 
and sets an operating state of each of the executing units based 
on the acquired setting information. 
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FIG 2 
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FIG. 5A 
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INFORMATION PROCESSING DEVICE, 
INFORMATION PROCESSING METHOD, 

AND COMPUTER PRODUCT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is based upon and claims the benefit of 
priority of the prior Japanese Patent Application No. 2008 
76433, filed on Mar. 24, 2008, the entire contents of which are 
incorporated herein by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

1. Field 
The present invention relates to an information processing 

device, an information processing method, and a computer 
program to which a virtual technique is applied and which can 
provide operation virtually as a plurality of devices. 

2. Description of the Related Art 
An application program (hereinafter also referred to as 

application) is typically provided for each operating system 
(hereinafter referred to as OS). 

Conventionally, one information processing device often 
has only one OS operated thereon, and in Such a case, a user 
has to use different OSs of information processing devices for 
different applications used. 

There is a system which makes a plurality of applications 
cooperate with each other to provide one service. 

Such a system has a configuration that one application 
operates using an execution result of another application Such 
that operation as the whole system is achieved. 

If all applications can be executed by the same OS in such 
a system, the service can be provided by a single information 
processing device. 

However, if applications are designed for different OSs, a 
plurality of information processing devices are required cor 
responding to the respective applications. 

Accordingly, virtual techniques have become popular in 
which one information processing device is logically divided 
Such that it can acts as a plurality of virtually independent 
information processing devices (virtual machines) (for 
example, see Japanese Patent-Laid Open No. 2005-157786). 

Since operations of a plurality of virtual machines are 
implemented by a single information processing device as 
described above, the single information processing device 
can provide a system implemented by cooperation of a plu 
rality of applications executed on different OSs. 

In addition, by this configuration, operational cost of the 
system can be reduced compared to the system using a plu 
rality of information processing devices. 
As microprocessor technologies improve, a virtual tech 

nique as described above is more often applied not only to a 
Super computer and a server computer but also to a personal 
computer (hereinafter referred to as PC). 

Since different OSs execute respective applications in an 
information processing device using the virtual technique, an 
operating environment of each application do not affect an 
operating environment of a different application. 

In addition, since abnormal termination of one OS does not 
affect an application executed by another OS, System quality 
can be improved. 

SUMMARY 

An information processing device disclosed in the present 
invention includes a plurality of executing units executing 
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2 
various processes. The information processing device 
acquires setting information that indicates an operating con 
dition with respect to each of the executing units from infor 
mation about an operation of a main process executed by the 
plurality of executing units, and sets an operating state of each 
of the executing units based on the acquired setting informa 
tion. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

These and/or other aspects and advantages will become 
apparent and more readily appreciated from the following 
description of the embodiments, taken in conjunction with the 
accompanying drawings of which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an 
information processing device according to an embodiment 
of the present invention; 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a content of an 
application operation file; 

FIG.3 is a functional block diagram illustrating function(s) 
of an information processing device; 

FIG. 4 is a functional block diagram illustrating function(s) 
of an information processing device; 

FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C are schematic diagrams illustrating 
contents of a guest OS setting file and a cooperation setting 
file; 

FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of a process at 
the start of an application; 

FIG. 7 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of a process of 
an application; 

FIG. 8 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of a process 
during execution of an application; and 

FIG. 9 is a flowchart illustrating a procedure of a process 
during execution of an application. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

Reference will now be made in detail to the embodiments, 
examples of which are illustrated in the accompanying draw 
ings, wherein like reference numerals refer to the like ele 
ments throughout. The embodiments are described below to 
explain the present invention by referring to the figures. 
As described above, in an information processing device 

using a virtual technique, applications which are appropriate 
for a plurality of virtually independent virtual machines 
respectively can be executed, and therefore a system imple 
mented by cooperation of a plurality of applications can be 
operated by Such a single information processing device. 

However, for operation of Such a system, a user needs to 
perform various kinds of setting processing and startup pro 
cessing independently in order to make applications executed 
by respective virtual machines cooperate with each other. 
This is inconvenient and causes the heavy operational load on 
the user. 

For example, for starting up the system, a user needs to set 
operating conditions in each virtual machine Such that appli 
cations to be executed by respective virtual machines coop 
erate, and start up each virtual machine according to the set 
conditions and then start up each application for each virtual 
machine after the startup of each virtual machine. 

For terminating the system, the user needs to terminate an 
application in each virtual machine, and terminate each Vir 
tual machine after the termination of each application. 
An object of an embodiment is to provide an information 

processing device, an information processing method, and a 
computer program using which a user does not need to per 
form various kinds of setting processing and startup process 
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ing independently in order to make applications executed by 
respective virtual machines cooperate with each other in a 
system implemented by cooperation of a plurality of applica 
tions, so that the operational load on the user can be reduced 
and convenience can be improved. 

In an information processing device according to an 
embodiment, since operation condition(s) with respect to 
each of the executing units and cooperation information 
between Sub-processes in each of the executing units are not 
required to be set independently, a user who will execute an 
application of the main process generates information only 
about operation of the main process, and therefore the opera 
tional load on the user can be reduced. 

Hereinafter, an information processing device according to 
the present invention will be described in detail with refer 
ence to the drawings illustrating an embodiment of the infor 
mation processing device. 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating a configuration of an 
information processing device according to an embodiment 
of the present invention. 
The information processing device 10 of an embodiment is 

implemented by a computer program according to the present 
invention, for example, being read and executed by a PC. 
However, the present invention is not limited to being 
executed by a PC. For example, any or all of operation(s) 
described herein may be implemented by the information 
processing device 10 which may be a dedicated device spe 
cialized to perform operation(s) described herein. 
The information processing device 10 of an embodiment 

has various parts of hardware including a CPU 1, a Read Only 
Memory (ROM) 2, a Random Access Memory (RAM) 3, a 
Hard Disk Drive (HDD) 4, an operation unit 5, a display unit 
6, and a communication unit 7, which are interconnected 
though a bus 1a. 

The CPU 1 reads a control program stored in the ROM2 or 
HDD 4 into the RAM 3 to execute the control program as 
necessary, and controls operation of the above described parts 
of the hardware. 
The CPU 1 reads a hypervisor program 20, a main OS 

program 30, a guest OS program 40, which are stored in the 
HDD 4 as described in detail below, into the RAM 3 and 
executes them respectively, so that it acts as a hypervisor 21, 
a main OS 31, and guest OSs 41, 42 (see FIGS. 3, 4). 
The CPU 1 acts logically as a plurality of CPUs 1 by 

executing the hypervisor program 20. 
The CPU 1 may be a multi-core CPU, and may be designed 

optimally such that the hypervisor 21, the main OS 31, and the 
guest OSS 41, 42 are assigned to and operate on physically 
different CPU cores respectively. 
The CPU 1 is not necessarily a multi-core CPU and may be 

a single-core CPU. 
The ROM2 prestores various control program(s) required 

for operating the information processing device 10 of an 
embodiment as an information processing device of the 
present invention. 

The RAM 3 may be, for example, a Static RAM (SRAM), 
a Dynamic RAM (DRAM), or a flash memory, and that tem 
porarily stores various data including data generated during 
execution of the control programs by the CPU 1. 
The HDD4 is a high capacity storage device. 
The HDD 4 stores various control program(s) required for 

operating the information processing device 10 of an embodi 
ment as the information processing device of the present 
invention, an application operation file 51 as shown in FIG. 2, 
various data, and the like. 

In addition, the HDD 4 stores, as control programs to be 
read and executed by the CPU 1, the hypervisor program 20, 
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4 
the main OS program 30, the guest OS program 40, an appli 
cation program 50, and the like. 
The hypervisor program 20, also called virtual machine 

monitor (VMM), is a software program, for example, provid 
ing a virtual computer hardware platform environment which 
allows a plurality of OSs (main OS 31, guest OSs 41, 42) to 
run on the information processing device 10 concurrently. 
The CPU 1 executes the hypervisor program 20 to act as the 

hypervisor 21 (FIGS. 3 and 4), thereby providing a virtual 
environment in which the information processing device 10 
acts logically as a plurality of information processing devices. 

This allows a plurality of logically independent virtual 
machines to operate in the information processing device 10. 
Thu CPU 1 acts as the hypervisor 21 and thereby provides 

management between Software and hardware resources and 
performs assignment of respective part of hardware to each 
OS (for example, main OS 31, guest OSs 41, 42) and basic 
control of hardware corresponding to each OS. 

In addition, the hypervisor 21 reads out and executes the 
corresponding guest OS program 40 according to an instruc 
tion from the main OS 31, thereby starting up the guest OSs 
41, 42. 

In this case, the hypervisor 21 performs assignment control 
or the like of the hardware used by the guest OSs 41, 42, that 
is, the RAM3, the HDD 4, the operation unit 5, the display 
unit 6, and the communication unit 7. 

Also, CPU core units of the CPU 1 are assigned to the 
hypervisor 21 itself, the main OS 31, and the guest OSs 41, 42 
respectively. 
The RAM 3 is also used for storing each setting informa 

tion of the main OS31 and guest OSs 41, 42 when the CPU1 
acts as the main OS 31 and guest OSs 41, 42. 

Therefore, the RAM 3 is also logically divided by the 
hypervisor 21 into a plurality of RAMs 3, which are assigned 
to the hypervisor 21, the main OS 31, and the guest OSs 41, 42 
respectively. 
The main OS program 30 and the guest OS program 40 are 

OS software such as Windows (R) or Linux having a Com 
mand User Interface (CUI) and a Graphic User Interface 
(GUI) using which a user can operate. 
The CPU 1 acts as the main OS 31 by executing the main 

OS program 30, and functions as one of the executing units 
for executing various processes. 
The main OS program 30 generates a display Screen 

including a CUI and a GUI to be displayed depending on an 
executed process, and displays the screen on the display unit 
6. 
The main OS31 accepts a control signal from the operation 

unit 5, and executes any type of process depending on the 
accepted control signal. 
When the information processing device 10 is powered on 

and the startup of each part of hardware of the information 
processing device 10 is completed, the CPU 1 executes the 
hypervisor program 20 and the main OS program 30, thereby 
starting operation of the hypervisor 21 as well as providing a 
user with an operating environment of the main OS31 (a main 
virtual machine). 
The CPU 1 acts as the guest OSs 41, 42 by executing the 

guest OS program 40, and functions as one of the executing 
units for executing various processes. 
The guest OS program 40 generates a display Screen 

including a CUI and a GUI to be displayed depending on an 
executed process, and displays the screen on the display unit 
6. 
The hypervisor 21 is enabled to provide a user with an 

operating environment of the guest OSS 41, 42 (a virtual 
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machine) by executing the guest OS program 40 according to 
an instruction from the main OS 31 to start up the guest OSs 
41, 42. 
The hypervisor 21 has function(s) of maintaining normal 

operation(s) of each guest OS 41, 42, for example, a function 
of controlling startup and termination of each guest OS 41, 
42, a function of assigning hardware to each guest OS 41, 42. 
a function of making each guest OS 41, 42 execute an appro 
priate application, and a function of managing an operating 
state of an application executed by each guest OS 41, 42. 

In addition, the hypervisor 21 has a relay function to con 
nect the guest OSS 41 and 42, a relay function to connect each 
guest OS 41, 42 with an external network, and the like. 
The application program 50 is a software program 

executed by the main OS 31 or the guest OSs 41, 42. 
The application program 50 may be read by the informa 

tion processing device 10 through an external memory (not 
shown) or the communication unit 7 and stored into the HDD 
4. 
The application operation file 51 may be created by a user 

using the information processing device 10, or may be created 
by a user using an external device, read by the information 
processing device 10 through an external memory (not 
shown) or the communication unit 7, and stored in the HDD 
4. 
The operation unit 5 includes a keyboard, a mouse or the 

like, and has various operation keys required for a user to 
operate the information processing device 10. 
When an operation key is operated by a user, the operation 

unit 5 transmits a control signal corresponding to the opera 
tion key to the CPU 1 (for example, main OS 31). 

The CPU 1 (for example, main OS 31) then executes a 
process corresponding to the control signal acquired from the 
operation unit 5. 
The display unit 6 is a liquid crystal display, a Cathode Ray 

Tube (CRT) display, or the like. 
The display unit 6 displays, according to an instruction 

from the CPU 1 (for example, main OS 31, guest OSs 41,42), 
an operating state of the information processing device 10, 
information inputted from the operation unit 5, information of 
which a user should be notified, and the like. 

The communication unit 7 has, for example, a network 
card, and includes hardware for communication with an 
external device through a network Such as a Local Area Net 
work (LAN). 

FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating a content of an 
application operation file Such as the application operation 
file 51. 
The present invention will be described in detail below 

through an example in which a user who is using an operating 
environment of the main OS 31 causes the main OS 31 to 
execute a network connection application for connection to a 
LAN. 
The network connection application as used herein is soft 

ware which executes a user authentication application for 
authenticating a user, and makes a connection to a LAN when 
a user is authenticated. 

Further, it is assumed that the network connection applica 
tion is an application for the first guest OS 41 and the user 
authentication application is an application for the second 
guest OS 42, and thus the two applications are not applica 
tions for the main OS 31. 

The main OS 31, guest OSs 41, 42 may be different OSs, 
for example, Windows Vista, Windows XP, and Linux, 
respectively. 
As shown in FIG. 2, in the application operation file 51, 

there is described application information including informa 
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6 
tion of the guest OSs 41, 42 to be executed, information of a 
virtual LAN interface (virtual LAN I/F) to be assigned to the 
guest OSS 41, 42, and the like with respect to each application 
to be executed. 

Further, in the application operation file 51, there are 
described application cooperation information indicating 
cooperation between applications executed respectively by 
the guest OSS 41 and 42, and guest OS cooperation informa 
tion indicating cooperation between the guest OSS 41 and 42. 
As mentioned, the application operation file 51 may be 

created by a user in accordance with a predetermined rule 
before the network connection application is executed. 

Hereinafter, there will be described functions implemented 
by the CPU 1 executing the various control programs stored in 
the ROM2 or the HDD4 in the information processing device 
10 configured as described above. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 are a functional block diagrams illustrating 
function(s) of the information processing device 10. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 illustrate a principle by which an information 
processing device acts as a plurality of information process 
ing devices by the virtual technique according to an embodi 
ment. 

FIGS. 3 and 4 show that, in the information processing 
device 10, each of the main OS 31 (main virtual machine) and 
guest OSs 41, 42 (virtual machines) are allowed to be inde 
pendently executed by operation of the hypervisor 21 on the 
hardware including the CPU 1, the RAM3, the HDD4, the 
operation unit 5, the display unit 6, the communication 7, and 
the like. 

In the information processing device 10 of an embodiment, 
the CPU 1 implements function(s) of the hypervisor 21, main 
OS 31, guest OSs 41,42, and the like by executing the various 
control programs stored in the ROM 2 or the HDD 4. 
The hypervisor 21 has functions of a guest OS operation 

management unit 22, a virtual machine hardware manage 
ment unit 23, an application operation management unit 24, 
an application cooperation management unit 25, and the like 
by using modules included in the hypervisor program 20. 
The main OS 31 includes a function of a setting file gen 

erating unit 32 by using a module included in the main OS 
program 30. 
The guest OSs 41 and 42 include functions of application 

state monitoring unit 41a and 42a (FIG. 4) by using corre 
sponding modules included in the guest OS program 40, 
respectively. 

In the information processing device 10 of an embodiment, 
a user who are using an operating environment of the main OS 
31 (main virtual machine) instructs the main OS31 to execute 
the network connection application when the user wants to 
connect the information processing device 10 to a LAN. 
The main OS 31 reads the application operation file 51 in 

which information about operation of the network connection 
application (service of the main process) is described, from 
the HDD 4 into the RAM3 assigned to the main OS itself. 

Then, the setting file generating unit (a setting information 
acquiring unit, a cooperation information acquiring unit) 32 
of the main OS 31 generates a guest OS setting file 33 and a 
cooperation setting file 34 (FIG. 3) from the application 
operation file 51 read into the RAM3 assigned to the main OS 
itself. 

FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating content(s) of a 
guest OS setting file such as the guest OS setting file 33 and 
the cooperation setting file Such as the cooperation setting file 
34. 
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FIG. 5A shows a virtual machine information table 
included in the guest OS setting file 33, and FIG. 5B shows a 
cooperation information table included in the guest OS set 
ting file 33. 
FIG.5C shows the cooperation setting file 34. 
In the virtual machine information table of the guest OS 

setting file 33, setting information indicating operating con 
ditions with respect to the guest OSs 41, 42 is described. 

Specifically, as shown in FIG. 5A, in the virtual machine 
information table, there is described virtual machine infor 
mation, with respect to each virtual machine, including a 
virtual machine ID (IDentifier) for identifying a virtual 
machine, a guest OSID for identifying a guest OS in a virtual 
machine, a virtual LAN I/F ID for identifying a virtual LAN 
I/F, a port number of a respective virtual LANI/F, and the like. 

In the cooperation information table of the guest OS setting 
file 33, cooperation information indicating a cooperation 
(connection) relation between the guest OSs 41 and 42 is 
described. 

Specifically, as shown in FIG. 5B, in the cooperation infor 
mation table, there are described with respect to each coop 
eration information's ID, a virtual LAN I/F ID and a port 
number of each of two virtual LAN I/Fs which are associated 
(connected) between virtual machines. 
The cooperation file 34 includes cooperation information 

indicating a relationship between applications (Sub-pro 
cesses) executed by the respective guest OSs 41 and 42. 

Specifically, as shown in FIG. 5C, in the cooperation set 
ting file 34, there are described with respect to each of the 
guest OSs 41, 42, a guest OSID, an application ID for iden 
tifying an application executed by a respective guest OS, a 
priority of the application, and a port number of a virtual LAN 
I/F associated (connected) with another virtual machine 
(guest OS 41, 42) for cooperation between applications. 
The setting file generating unit 32 generates virtual 

machine information for each application information 
described in the application operation file 51 and registers the 
generated information in the guest OS setting file 33. 

For example, the setting file generating unit 32 generates 
virtual machine information indicating a first virtual machine 
including the first guest OS 41, a second LAN I/F 43, a third 
LAN I/F 44, and a fourth LAN I/F45 and registers the virtual 
machine information in the guest OS setting file 33 based on 
first application information described in the application 
operation file 51. 

In addition, the setting file generating unit 32 associates a 
guest OSID of the first guest OS 41 with an application ID of 
the network connection application (first application) and 
registers them in the cooperation setting file 34 based on the 
first application information described in the application 
operation file 51. 

Then, the setting file generating unit 32 generates virtual 
machine information indicating a second virtual machine 
including the second guest OS 42 and a fifth LAN I/F 46 and 
registers the virtual machine information in the guest OS 
setting file 33 based on second application information 
described in the application operation file 51. 

In addition, the setting file generating unit 32 associates a 
guest OSID of the second guest OS 42 with an application ID 
of the user authentication application (second application) 
and registers them in the cooperation setting file 34 based on 
the second application information described in the applica 
tion operation file 51. 

In an embodiment, a priority order of registration in the 
cooperation setting file 34 is an order of description of appli 
cation information of applications in the application opera 
tion file 51. 
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8 
Therefore, the priority of the network connection applica 

tion whose application information is described first in the 
application operation file 51 is first, and the priority of the 
user authentication application whose application informa 
tion is described second is second. 

However, a priority may be described for each application 
in the application operation file 51, for example, and in this 
case, priorities described in the application operation file 51 
may be priorities registered in the cooperation setting file 34. 

Next, the setting file generating unit 32 registers, with 
respect to each of the guests OSs 41, 42, a port number 
assigned to LAN I/F 43,46 associated with another guest OS 
41, 42 in the cooperation setting file 34 based on application 
cooperation information described in the application opera 
tion file 51. 

In the application operation file 51 shown in FIG. 2, appli 
cation cooperation information is described in which the sec 
ond LAN I/F 43 of the port number 9002 is associated with 
the firth LAN I/F 46 of the port number 9005. 

Therefore, the setting file generating unit 32 registers 9002, 
9005 in port number fields corresponding to the guest OSs 41, 
42 of the cooperation setting file 34 respectively. 

Further, the setting file generating unit 32 generates coop 
eration information indicating a cooperation relationship 
between the guest OSs 41 and 42 (virtual machines) and 
registers the generated information in the cooperation infor 
mation table of the guest OS setting file 33 based on guest OS 
cooperation information described in the application opera 
tion file 51. 

In the application operation file 51 shown in FIG. 2, guest 
OS cooperation information is described in which the first 
LAN I/F 36 of the port number 9001 is associated with the 
third LAN I/F 44 of the port number 9003. 

Therefore, the setting file generating unit 32 registers coop 
eration information whose cooperation information ID is 1 
indicating a cooperation relationship between the first LAN 
I/F 36 and the third LAN I/F 44 in the cooperation informa 
tion table of the guest OS setting file 33. 

Similarly, in the cooperation information table of the guest 
OS setting file 33, the setting file generating unit 32 registers 
cooperation information whose cooperation information ID 
is 2 indicating a cooperation relationship between the second 
LAN I/F 43 and the fifth LAN I/F 46 and cooperation infor 
mation whose cooperation information ID is 3 indicating a 
cooperation relationship between the fourth LAN I/F 45 and 
the external network. 
As information indicating an external network, a Media 

Access Control (MAC) address assigned to a network card of 
the communication unit 7 may be used for example. 
The main OS 31 transmits the guest OS setting file 33 and 

cooperation setting file 34 generated by the setting file gen 
erating unit 32 to the hypervisor 21. 
The hypervisor 21 inputs the guest OS setting file 33 

acquired from the main OS 31 to the guest OS operation 
management unit 22 and the virtual machine hardware man 
agement unit 23, and inputs the cooperation setting file 34 to 
the application operation management unit 24 and the appli 
cation cooperation management unit 25. 
The guest OS operation management unit 22 of the hyper 

visor 21 executes the corresponding guest OS program 40 
based on the content of the virtual machine information table 
of the guest OS setting file 33 to startup the guest OSs 41, 42. 
The virtual machine hardware management unit 23 of the 

hypervisor 21 assigns a corresponding virtual LAN I/F 43, 
44, 45, 46 to the guest OS 41, 42 started up by the guest OS 
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operation management unit 22 based on the content of the 
virtual machine information table of the guest OS setting file 
33. 

In addition, the virtual machine hardware management 
unit 23 bridges virtual LAN I/Fs to be associated with each 
other based on the content of the cooperation information 
table of the guest OS setting file 33. 

Thereby, the hypervisor (setting unit) 21 can start up each 
virtual machine corresponding to virtual machine informa 
tion registered in the virtual machine information table of the 
guest OS setting file 33. 

In addition, virtual machines which should cooperate can 
be associated with each other based on the cooperation infor 
mation registered in the cooperation information table of the 
guest OS setting file 33. 
The application state monitoring unit (monitoring unit) 

41a, 42a of the guest OSS 41, 42 monitor operating states of 
respective applications executed by the guest OSS 41,42, and 
notify a monitoring result to the application cooperation man 
agement unit 25 of the hypervisor 21. 

Specifically, the application state monitoring unit 41a 
monitors an operating State of the first application program 
(network connection application) 50a executed by the first 
guest OS 41, and notifies the application cooperation man 
agement unit 25 of the monitoring result. 
On the other hand, the application state monitoring unit 

42a monitors an operating state of the second application 
program (user authentication application) 50b executed by 
the second guest OS 42, and notifies the application coopera 
tion management unit 25 of the monitoring result. 

In the configuration of an embodiment, modules for imple 
menting the application state monitoring units 41a, 42a are 
included in the guest OS program 40, and the application state 
monitoring units 41a, 42a are started up when the guest OSS 
41, 42 are started up. 

In an alternative configuration, for example, modules for 
implementing the application state monitoring units 41a, 42a 
are stored in the HDD 4 separately from the guest OS program 
40, and after the startup of the guest OSs 41, 42, the modules 
are loaded from the HDD4 and executed by the guest OSs 41, 
42. 

If the application state monitoring units 41a, 42a are 
started up when the guest OSs 41, 42 are started up (start to 
operate), the application state monitoring units 41a, 42a 
notify this fact to the application cooperation management 
unit 25 of the hypervisor 21, respectively. 
When the application cooperation management unit 25 of 

the hypervisor 21 confirms the completion of the startup of 
the application state monitoring units 41a, 42a of the guest 
OSS 41, 42, the application cooperation management unit 25 
notifies this fact to the application operation management unit 
24. 
When the application operation management unit 24 con 

firms the completion of the startup of the guest OSs 41, 42 and 
the application state monitoring units 41a, 42a of the guest 
OSS 41, 42, the application operation management unit 24 
causes the guest OSS 41, 42 to start up the respective appli 
cation programs 50a, 50b based on the content of the coop 
eration setting file 34. 

Specifically, the application operation management unit 24 
identifies application(s) the priority of which is first in the 
registration of the cooperation setting file 34 and the guest 
OSS 41, 42 for executing respective applications. 

Then, the application operation management unit 24 
causes the identified guests OS 41, 42 to startup the identified 
application programs 50a, 50b. 
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In this example, the first guest OS 41 is caused to start up 

the network connection application 50a as the application 
having the first priority. 
The application operation management unit 24 determines 

whether the startup of the network connection application 
50a is completed or not based on a monitoring result sent 
from the application state monitoring unit 41a of the first 
guest OS 41, while waiting for the completion of the startup 
of the network connection application 50a. 

If the startup of the network connection application 50a is 
completed, the application operation management unit 24 
identifies an application the priority of which is next highest 
and a guest OS 41, 42 for executing this application. 

In this example, the user authentication application 50b as 
an application having the second priority and the second guest 
OS 42 for executing the user authentication application 50b 
are identified, and the second guest OS 42 is caused to startup 
the user authentication application 50b. 
The application operation management unit 24 determines 

whether the startup of the user authentication application 50b 
is completed or not based on a monitoring result sent from the 
application state monitoring unit 42a of the second guest OS 
42, while waiting for the completion of the startup of the user 
authentication application 50b. 
The application operation management unit 24 repeats the 

above described process until the startup of all the application 
programs 50 registered in the cooperation setting file 34. 

If the startup of all the application programs 50 are com 
pleted, the application operation management unit 24 
inquires of the application state monitoring unit 41a of the 
first guest OS 41 for executing the application having the first 
priority, whether a communication channel between the first 
guest OS 41 and another guest OS 42 for executing another 
application is reserved or not. 

If the application operation management unit 24 is notified 
by the application state monitoring unit 41a that the commu 
nication channel is reserved, the application operation man 
agement unit 24 notifies the application cooperation manage 
ment unit 25 of this fact. 
When the communication channel between the first guest 

OS 41 and the second guest OS 42 is reserved, applications 
50a and 50b to be executed by the first guest OS 41 and the 
second guest OS 42 respectively are allowed to cooperate, 
and thus a process by the applications 50a, 50b can be started. 

That is, in this example, the first guest OS 41 starts the 
execution of the network connection application 50a and the 
second guest OS 42 starts the execution of the user authenti 
cation application 50b, thereby starting the execution of the 
network connection application 50a including the user 
authentication application 50b. 
The application cooperation management unit 25 gets the 

operating states of the network connection application 50a 
and the user authentication application 50b based on moni 
toring results from the application state monitoring units 41a. 
42a, and relays processing results of the network connection 
application 50a and the user authentication application 50b 
between the guest OSs 41 and 42. 
The application cooperation management unit 25 causes 

the guest OSs 41, 42 to execute the applications 50a, 50b 
respectively according to the cooperation setting file 34, and 
thereby acts as a control unit for executing the network con 
nection application 50a including the user authentication 
application 50b (the main process). 

According to the above described process, when a user 
gives an instruction to start the network connection applica 
tion 50a, the first guest OS 41 can be caused to execute the 
network connection application 50a and the second guest OS 
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42 can be caused to execute the user authentication applica 
tion 50b while the guest OSs 41, 42 is started up. 

Therefore, operation for starting up the guest OSs 41, 42 
independently and operation for starting up the application 
programs 50a, 50b independently are not required, although 
these are required conventionally. 

Accordingly, the user operability can be improved. 
Hereinafter, there will be described a process executed by 

the hypervisor 21 in a case where, the application programs 
50a, 50b are terminated while the guest OSs 41, 42 are coop 
erating and executing the respective application programs 
50a, 50b as described above. 

First, a process will be described in a case where an instruc 
tion to terminate the network connection application 50a is 
given by a user. 
When the user gives an instruction to terminate the network 

connection application 50a through the operation unit 5 in the 
operating environment of the main OS 31, the hypervisor 21 
accepts the instruction to terminate the network connection 
application 50a through the main OS 31. 
The application operation management unit 24 of the 

hypervisor 21 identifies an application having the lowest pri 
ority based on the content of the cooperation setting file 34 
and terminates the identified application. 

In this example, the user authentication application 50b 
having the second priority is identified and terminated. 

The application operation management unit 24 determines 
whether the user authentication application 50b has been 
terminated or not based on a monitoring result sent from the 
application state monitoring unit 42a of the second guest OS 
42, while waiting for the termination of the user authentica 
tion application 50b. 

If the user authentication application 50b has been termi 
nated, the application operation management unit 24 identi 
fies an application having the next lowest application and 
terminates the identified application. 

In this example, the network connection application 50a 
having the first priority is identified and terminated. 

The application operation management unit 24 determines 
whether the network connection application 50a has been 
terminated or not based on a monitoring result sent from the 
application state monitoring unit 41a of the first guest OS 41, 
while waiting for the termination of the network connection 
application 50a. 
The application operation management unit 24 repeats the 

above described process until the termination of all the appli 
cation programs 50 registered in the cooperation setting file 
34. 

If all the application programs 50 are terminated, the appli 
cation operation management unit 24 notifies the guest OS 
operation management unit 22 of this fact. 
When the guest OS operation management unit 22 is noti 

fied by the application operation management unit 24 that all 
the application programs 50 are terminated, the guest OS 
operation management unit 22 terminates operation of the 
guest OSS 41, 42, and cancels the assignment of parts of the 
hardware to the guest OSs 41, 42. 

According to the above described process, when a user 
terminates the network connection application 50a, not only 
the network connection application 50a executed by the first 
guest OS 41 but also the user authentication application 50b 
executed by the second guest OS 42 can be terminated. 

At the same time, the first guest OS 41 and the second guest 
OS 42 can also be terminated. 

Therefore, operation for terminating the application pro 
grams 50a, 50b independently and operation for terminating 
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12 
the guest OSS 41, 42 independently are not required, although 
these are required conventionally. 

Accordingly, the user operability can be improved. 
Next will be described a process executed by the hypervi 

Sor 21 when any of application programs 50 is terminated 
abnormally for Some reason. 
The application operation management unit 24 of the 

hypervisor 21 monitors the operating states of the application 
programs 50a, 50b based on monitoring results from the 
application state mentoring units 41a, 42a. 
When the application operation management unit 24 is 

notified by any of the application state monitoring units 41a. 
42b that the application programs 50a, 50b are terminated, 
the application operation management unit 24 determines 
whether or not, of the currently operating application pro 
grams 50a, 50b, there is an application whose priority is 
higher than priorities of the terminated application programs 
50a, 50b. 

If the application operation management unit 24 deter 
mines that there is no application whose priority is higher than 
priorities of the terminated application programs 50a, 50b, 
the application operation management unit 24 terminates all 
the application programs 50a, 50b. 

This is because the termination of the applications is prob 
ably due to an instruction from a user. 
As for the procedure of termination of all the application 

programs 50a, 50b, the applications are terminated in order of 
priority from lowest based on the content of the cooperation 
setting file 34 as described above. 

After the termination of ail the application programs 50a, 
50b, the guest OS operation management unit 22 terminates 
operations of all the guest OSs 41, 42, and cancels the assign 
ment of parts of the hardware to the guest OSs 41, 42. 
On the other hand, if there is an application whose priority 

is higher than priorities of the terminated application pro 
grams 50a, 50b, the application operation management unit 
24 starts up the applications 50a, 50b again because it is 
highly likely that only the application programs 50a, 50b 
having a low priority are terminated abnormally for some 
CaSO. 

In this example, since the network connection application 
50a has the first priority, the terminated application is the user 
authentication application 50b. 
The application operation management unit 24 determines 

whether the startup of the network connection application 
50b is completed or not based on a monitoring result sent 
from the application state monitoring unit 42a, while waiting 
for the completion of the startup of the network connection 
application 50b. 

If the startup of the application program 50b is completed, 
the application operation management unit 24 inquires of the 
application state monitoring unit 41a of the first guest OS 41 
for executing the application having the first priority, whether 
a communication channel between the first guest OS 41 and 
another guest OS 42 for executing another application is 
reserved or not. 

If the application operation management unit 24 is notified 
by the application state monitoring unit 41a that the commu 
nication channel is reserved, the application operation man 
agement unit 24 notifies the application cooperation manage 
ment unit 25 of this fact, and the process by the applications 
50a, 50b is restarted. 

According to the above described process, even if any of 
the application programs 50 is terminated abnormally, only 
the terminated application program 50 is started up again, and 
therefore a process of another application program 50 is not 
affected by this termination. 
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Therefore, in an environment in which different applica 
tion programs 50 are executed by different guest OSs 41, 42. 
an operating environment of each guest OS 41, 42 does not 
affect an operating environment of another guest OS 41, 42. 
so that each application program 50 can operate stably. 

Hereinafter, there will be described with reference to flow 
charts a process in which a plurality of OSs (guest OSs) are 
caused to execute different applications (sub-processes) in 
the information processing device 10 of an embodiment so 
that an application of the main process is executed by the 
information processing device 10. 

FIGS. 6 and 7 are flowcharts illustrating procedure of a 
process at the start of an application. 
The process described below is executed by the CPU 1 

(hypervisor 21, main OS 31, guest OSs 41,42, etc.) according 
to a control program stored in the ROM 2 or HDD 4 of the 
information processing device 10. 
When the CPU 1 (for example, the main OS 31) of the 

information processing device 10 is instructed to execute an 
application of the main process by a user operating the opera 
tion unit 5, the CPU 1 loads the application operation file 51 
corresponding to this application into the RAM 3 (S1). 
The CPU 1 (for example, the setting file generating unit 32 

of the main OS 31) generates the guest OS setting file 33 
indicating an operating condition with respect to each of the 
guest OSs 41, 42, from the application operation file 51 
loaded into the RAM3 (S2). 

In addition, the CPU 1 generates the cooperation setting 
file 34 including cooperation information indicating a rela 
tionship between applications executed respectively by the 
guest OSs 41, 42, from the application operation file 51 
loaded into the RAM3 (S3). 
The CPU 1 (for example, the guest OS operation manage 

ment unit 22 of the hypervisor 21) executes the respective 
guest OS program 40 to startup the guest OSs 41, 42 based on 
the generated guest OS setting file 33 (S4). 

The CPU 1 (for example, the virtual machine hardware 
management unit 23) starts up the guest OSS 41, 42, and 
further assigns corresponding virtual LAN I/Fs 43,44, 45.46 
to the started-up guest OSs 41, 42. 

The CPU 1 determines whether all the guest OSs 41, 42 
registered in the guest OS setting file 33 are started up or not 
(S5). If it is determined that all the guest OSs 41, 42 are not 
started up (S5: No), the CPU 1 returns to operation S4 and 
waits until all the guest OSs 41, 42 are started up. 

If it is determined that all the guest OSs 41, 42 are started 
up (S5: Yes), the CPU 1 determines whether the application 
state monitoring unit 41a, 42a of the guest OSS 41, 42 are 
started up or not (S6). 

If it is determined that the application state monitoring unit 
41a, 42a are not started up (S6: No), the CPU 1 waits until all 
the application state monitoring unit 41a, 42a are started up. 

If it is determined that all the application state monitoring 
unit 41a, 42a are started up (S6: Yes), the CPU 1 for example, 
(the application operation management unit 24) identifies an 
application 50 having the first priority based on the coopera 
tion setting file 34, and causes the corresponding guest OS 41, 
42 to start up the identified application 50 (S7). 
The CPU 1 determines whether the startup of the applica 

tion 50 having the first priority is completed or not based on 
a monitoring result sent from the application state monitoring 
unit 41a, 42a of the corresponding guest OS 41, 42 (S8). 

If it is determined that the startup of the application 50 
having the first priority is not completed (S8: No), the CPU 1 
waits until the startup of the application 50 is completed. 

If it is determined that the startup of the application 50 
having the first priority is completed (S8: Yes), the CPU 1 
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14 
determines whether or not there still is an application 50 to be 
started up based on the cooperation setting file 34 (S9). 

If there is an application 50 to be started up (S9: Yes), the 
CPU 1 identifies an application 50 having the next highest 
priority (second priority in this example), based on the coop 
eration setting file 34 and causes the corresponding guest OS 
41, 42 to start up the identified application 50 (S10). 
The CPU 1 returns to operation S8, and determines 

whether the startup of this application 50 is completed or not 
(S8) while waiting for the completion of the startup of this 
application 50. 

If there is no application 50 to be started up (S9: No), the 
CPU 1 inquires of the application state monitoring unit 41a 
(or 42a) of the guest OS 41 (or 42) for executing the applica 
tion 50 having the first priority, whether a communication 
channel between the first guest OS 41 (or 42) and another 
guest OS 42 (or 41) for executing another application is 
reserved or not. 
The CPU 1 determines whether the communication chan 

nel between the guest OSs 41 and 42 based on a response from 
the application state monitoring unit 41a (or 42a) (S11). 

If the CPU 1 determines that the communication channel is 
not reserved (S11: No), the CPU 1 waits until the communi 
cation channel is reserved. 

If the CPU 1 determines that the communication channel is 
not reserved (S11: Yes), the CPU 1 starts the operation of the 
application of the main process (S12), and terminates the 
process for starting the operation of the application of the 
main process. 

Hereinafter, there will be described with reference to flow 
charts a process executed by the information processing 
device 10 of an embodiment during execution of an applica 
tion of the main process by a plurality of OSs (guest OSs) 
executing different applications (sub-processes) in the infor 
mation processing device 10 as described above. 

FIGS. 8 and 9 are flowcharts illustrating procedure of a 
process during execution of an application. 
The process described below is executed by the CPU 1 (for 

example, hypervisor 21, main OS 31, guest OSs 41, 42, etc.) 
according to a control program stored in the ROM 2 or HDD 
4 of the information processing device 10. 
The CPU 1 (for example, the main OS 31) of the informa 

tion processing device 10 determines whether or not it is 
instructed to terminate an application of the main process 
including by a user operating the operation unit 5 (S21). If the 
CPU 1 determines that it is instructed (S21: Yes), it proceeds 
to operation S28. 

If the CPU 1 determines that it is not instructed to terminate 
the application (S21: No), the CPU 1 (for example, the appli 
cation operation management unit 24 of the hypervisor 21) 
determines whether any of applications 50 is terminated or 
not based on a monitoring result sent from the application 
state monitoring units 41a, 42a (S22). 

If it is determined that none of the application 50 is termi 
nated (S22: No), the CPU 1 returns to operation S21. 

If it is determined that any of the application 50 is termi 
nated (S22: Yes), the CPU 1 determines whether or not, of the 
currently operating applications 50, there is an application 50 
whose priority is higher than the priority of the terminated 
application 50 based on the cooperation setting file 34 (S23). 

If it is determined that there is no application 50 whose 
priority is higher (S23: No), the CPU1 proceeds to operation 
S28. 

If it is determined that there is an application 50 whose 
priority is higher (S23:Yes), the CPU 1 starts up the terminate 
application 50 again (S24). 
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The CPU 1 determines whether the startup of the applica 
tion 50 is completed or not based on a monitoring result sent 
from the application state monitoring unit 41a (or 42a) (S25). 
If it is determined that the startup is not completed (S25: No), 
the CPU 1 waits. 5 

If the CPU 1 determines that the startup of the application 
50 is completed (S25: Yes), the CPU 1 determines whether a 
communication channel between the guest OSS 41 and 42 is 
reserved or not (S26). If it is determined that the communi 
cation channel is not reserved (S26: No), the CPU 1 waits. 

If it is determined that the communication channel is 
reserved (S26: Yes), the CPU 1 restarts the operation of the 
application of the main process (S27) and terminates the 
above described process. 

If the CPU 1 determines that it is instructed to terminate the 
application (S21: Yes) or determines that there is no applica 
tion 50 whose priority is higher (S23: No), the CPU 1 (the 
application operation management unit 24) identifies an 
application having the lowest priority 50 based on the coop- 20 
eration setting file 34 (S28). 

The CPU 1 terminates the identified application 50 (S29), 
and determines whether or not there is an application 50 still 
in operation (S30). 

If it is determined that there is an application 50 in opera- 25 
tion (S30: Yes), the CPU 1 returns to the operation S28 and 
identifies an application having the next lowest priority (S28), 
and then terminates the identified application (S29). 
The CPU 1 repeats the process from operation S28 to 

operation S30 until all of applications 50 in operation are 30 
terminated, and if it is determined that there is no application 
50 in operation (S30: No), the CPU 1 terminates operations of 
all the guest OSs 41, 42 registered in the guest OS setting file 
33 (S31). 

In addition, the CPU 1 (the virtual machine hardware man- 35 
agement unit 23) cancels the assignment of parts of the hard 
ware to the guest OSs 41, 42. 

The CPU 1 determines whether operations of all the guest 
OSs 41, 42 are terminated or not (S32), and if it is determined 
that they are not terminated (S32: No), the CPU 1 returns to 40 
operation S31 and waits. 

If the CPU 1 determines that operations of all the guest OSs 
41, 42 are terminated (S32: Yes), the CPU 1 terminates the 
operation of the application of the main process which is 
being executed by a plurality of OSs (guest OSs) executing 45 
different applications (sub-processes). 

In the above described embodiment, a configuration has 
been described as an example in which the main OS31 has the 
function of the setting file generating unit 32 for generating 
the guest OS setting file 33 and the cooperation setting file 34 50 
from the application operation file 51. 

In contrast to this configuration, the hypervisor 21 may 
have the function of the setting file generating unit 32. 

In the above described embodiment, the first guest OS 41 is 
caused to execute only the network connection application 55 
50a and the second guest OS 42 is caused to execute only the 
user authentication application 50b. 

However, the present invention is not limited to such a 
configuration. For example, a configuration in which a signal 
guest OS is caused to execute a plurality of applications may 60 
be achieved by a similar process. 

The control unit of the information processing device dis 
closed in the present invention includes a unit which starts up 
each of executing unit in an order based on a relationship 
between sub-processes indicated by cooperation information, 65 
and a unit which sets a communication channel between the 
Sub-processes executed by the respective executing units. 
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According to this configuration, the order of starting up 

applications which operate on different OSs can be managed 
automatically using a relationship between Sub-processes 
indicated by one cooperation information, and therefore the 
burden of managing startup of applications on a user is 
expected to be reduced. 

In addition, the information processing device disclosed in 
the present invention includes a monitoring unit which moni 
tors an operating state of each of the executing units, wherein 
the control unit controls each operation of the executing units 
based on the operating state of each of the executing units 
monitored by the monitoring unit and the cooperation infor 
mation acquired by the cooperation information acquiring 
unit. 

According to this configuration, the monitoring unit rec 
ognizes a relationship between Sub-processes and controls 
applications operating on different OSS Such that operations 
of the applications look as if they are one application's opera 
tion. 
As a result, the user does not need to prepare an additional 

application for this system, and cost for purchasing applica 
tions is expected to be reduced. 

In addition, the cooperation information of the information 
processing device disclosed in the present invention includes 
priorities of processes executed by the respective executing 
units, and the control unit causes each of the executing units 
to execute according to the priorities included in the coopera 
tion information. 

According to this configuration, the order of starting up 
applications which operate on different OSs can be managed 
using a relationship between Sub-processes indicated by one 
cooperation information, and further the applications can be 
automatically started up while whether cooperation between 
the applications is completed or not is confirmed. Therefore, 
the trouble of starting up applications is expected to be 
reduced. 

In addition, the information processing device disclosed in 
the present invention includes a unit which, when operation of 
any of the executing units for executing the main process has 
been terminated, determines whether an executing unit which 
performs a process whose priority is higher than a priority of 
a process executed by the executing unit operation of which 
has been terminated is in operation or not based on the pri 
orities included in the cooperation information, wherein if it 
is determined that the executing unit which performs the 
process whose priority is higher than the priority of the pro 
cess executed by the executing unit operation of which has 
been terminated is in operation, the control unit starts up the 
operating unit operation of which has been terminated. 

According to this configuration, abnormal states of OSS 
and applications which operate on different OSs can be 
detected and normal states thereof can be recovered with 
reference to a relationship between Sup-processes indicated 
by cooperation information as a normal state. Therefore, the 
operational load on a user in the event of trouble is expected 
to be reduced. 

Although a few embodiments have been shown and 
described, it would be appreciated by those skilled in the art 
that changes may be made in these embodiments without 
departing from the principles and spirit of the invention, the 
Scope of which is defined in the claims and their equivalents. 

What is claimed is: 
1. An information processing method which is used in an 

information processing device including a plurality of execut 
ing units for executing various processes, the information 
processing method comprising: 
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generating setting information that indicates an operating 
condition with respect to each of the executing units 
from information of an operation of a main process 
executed by the plurality of executing units; 

setting an operating state of each of the executing units 
based on the setting information generated and associ 
ating the executing units with a respective Sub-process 
using information of the operation of the main process; 

generating cooperation information that indicates a rela 
tionship between Sub-processes executed by respective 
the executing units from the information of the operation 
of the main process; and 

controlling startup and execution of the respective Sub 
process by at least one of the executing units indicated in 
the associating and using the cooperation information 
generated from the information of the main process, and 

wherein the cooperation information includes priorities of 
processes executed by the respective executing units, 
and 

each of said executing units is controlled to execute accord 
ing to the priorities included in the cooperation informa 
tion, 

wherein the operation comprising: 
determining, when an operation of any of the executing 

units for executing the main process has been termi 
nated, whether an executing unit which performs a 
process whose priority is higher than a priority of a 
process executed by an executing unit an operation of 
which has been terminated is in operation based on 
the priorities included in the cooperation information, 
and 

wherein when determining that the executing unit which 
performs the process whose priority is higher than the 
priority of the process executed by the executing unit the 
operation of which has been terminated is in operation, 
the control unit starts up the executing unit operation of 
which has been terminated. 

2. An information processing device which includes a plu 
rality of executing units for executing various processes, the 
information processing device comprising: 

a memory; and 
a processor to execute an operation: 

generating setting information that indicates an operat 
ing condition with respect to each of the executing 
units from information of an operation of a main 
process executed by the plurality of executing units; 

setting an operating State of each of the executing units 
based on the setting information generated and asso 
ciating the executing units with a respective Sub-pro 
cess using information of the operation of the main 
process; 

generating cooperation information that indicates a rela 
tionship between Sub-processes executed by respec 
tive executing units from the information of the opera 
tion of the main process; and 

controlling startup and execution of the respective Sub 
process by at least one of the executing units indicated in 
the associating and using the cooperation information 
generated from the information of the main process, 

wherein the cooperation information includes priorities of 
processes executed by the respective executing units; 
and 

each of said executing units is controlled to execute accord 
ing to the priorities included in the cooperation informa 
tion, 
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18 
wherein the operation comprising: 
determining, when an operation of any of the executing 

units for executing the main process has been termi 
nated, whether an executing unit which performs a pro 
cess whose priority is higher than a priority of a process 
executed by an executing unit an operation of which has 
been terminated is in operation based on the priorities 
included in the cooperation information, and 

wherein when determining that the executing unit which 
performs the process whose priority is higher than the 
priority of the process executed by the executing unit the 
operation of which has been terminated is in operation, 
the control unit starts up the executing unit operation of 
which has been terminated. 

3. The information processing device according to claim 2, 
the operation comprising: 

starting up each of the executing units in an order based on 
the relationship between the sub-processes indicated by 
the cooperation information; and 

setting a communication channel between the Sub-pro 
cesses executed by the respective executing units after a 
startup of each of the executing units. 

4. The information processing device according to claim 2, 
the operation comprising: 

monitoring an operating state of each of the executing 
units, and 

wherein an operation of each of the executing units is 
controlled based on the operating state of each of the 
executing units monitored and the cooperation informa 
tion acquired. 

5. The information processing device according to claim 2, 
wherein the setting information is information which indi 
cates an assignment of hardware resource and Software 
resource to each of the executing units. 

6. A non-transitory computer readable recording medium 
which stores a computer program to cause a computer to 
operate a plurality of executing units that execute various 
processes, the computer program causing the computer to 
eXecute: 

generating setting information that indicates an operating 
condition with respect to each of the executing units 
from information of an operation of a main process 
executed by the plurality of executing units: 

setting an operating state of each of the executing units 
based on the setting information generated and associ 
ating the executing units with a respective Sub-process 
using information of the operation of the main process; 

generating cooperation information that indicates a rela 
tionship between sub-processes executed by respective 
the executing units from the information of the operation 
of the main process; and 

controlling startup and execution of the respective Sub 
process by at least one of the executing units indicated in 
the associating and using the cooperation information 
generated from the information of the main process, and 

wherein the cooperation information includes priorities of 
processes executed by the respective executing units, 
and 

each of said executing units is controlled to execute accord 
ing to the priorities included in the cooperation informa 
tion, 

wherein the computer program causing the computer to 
eXecute: 
determining, when an operation of any of the executing 

units for executing the main process has been termi 
nated, whether an executing unit which performs a 
process whose priority is higher than a priority of a 
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process executed by an executing unit an operation of 
which has been terminated is in operation based on 
the priorities included in the cooperation information, 
and 

wherein when determining that the executing unit which 5 
performs the process whose priority is higher than the 
priority of the process executed by the executing unit the 
operation of which has been terminated is in operation, 
the control unit starts up the executing unit operation of 
which has been terminated. 10 
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